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Abstract—With its continuing in-depth research, data mining 
has become gradually mature. In comparison with static data 
mining, dynamic data mining is being appreciated for its 
capacities of dealing with the data which are uncertain, 
irregular and obviously time-related. This paper, based on the 
cloud model theory, proposes a new method of dynamic data 
mining, which effectively helps handle the dynamic data and 
achieve some practical values. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As is known, static data mining [1~5],which is still short 
of such attributes as time, is now a mature technology. 
However, there also are lots of dynamic data [6~8] such as 
phone call logs, credit card transaction, share dealing, web 
logs and so on that needs exploration. These data are usually 
ever-changing, and it’s necessary to uncover the data 
dynamically from the database to achieve the latest 
information. In such case, we proposed a new method named 
dynamic data mining based on cloud model (DDM-CM) as 
well as existing achievements to deal with dynamic data, and 
achieve some practical values. 

II. DYNAMIC DATA MINING (DDM)  

Data in dynamic database contain not only the 
information to be covered in the static data but also such 
time-series attributes as documents, pictures or videos related 
to the time behavior. The key value of dynamic data mining 
is to pick up and analysis the data from the Dynamic Data 
Source (DDS) dynamically in order to obtain corresponding 
knowledge and information. The operational procedure [7] 
are supposed to include dynamic data acquisition, data 
handling, data mining, data evaluating as well as data 
application. Some relevant definitions are as follows: 

The data in dynamic data source (DDS) are marked as 

id (where i means data labels. Zi ). 

Set the current time as T, and define one constant   

(  R ). All id  which are generated till T from 

history data set, marked as oldD . 

Set the current time as T, and define one constant   

(  R ). All id which are generated between 

T and T from history data set, marked as currentD . 

Set the current time as T, and define one constant   

(  R ). All id  which are generated after T from 

history data set, marked as newD . 

In terms of the definitions above, we can discriminate the 
difference between static data set and dynamic data set 
obviously. Now, let see the traditional dynamic data mining 
architecture [7] (Figure 1). 

  
Figure1.Dynamic Data Mining Structure 

 

The DDS (Dynamic Data Source) stores history data set, 
current data set and new data set. 

And DDA means dynamic data acquisition. It obtains 
history data set, current data set from the DDS, this 
processing may be finished one time. But, the processing to 
obtain the new data set should be executed separately. DP 
means Data processing. It deals with the problems about 
pretreatment of the data set, which include treatment of 
missing data, data cleaning, data type conversion as well as 
dimensionality reduction. 

III. CLOUD MODE 

The Cloud Model provides a mechanism to convert 
qualitative concepts described with linguistic values to the 
quantitative expressions. It reflects the fuzziness and the 
randomness of the knowledge [9]. The model contains three 
numerical characters [9], Ex (Expected Value), En (Entropy), 
and He (Hyper Entropy). Where "Ex" reflects the barycenter 
of cloud droplets, which stands for the value of the 
qualitative concepts. " En " is used to measure the fuzziness 
and probability of the qualitative concepts and it reveals the 
relationship between the fuzziness and randomness. While 
He  is a measure of uncertainty, which reflects the vergence 

of the cloud droplets. Figure 2 is the cloud model display of 
the linguistic values about "20 years old ". 
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Figure 2. cloud model about 20 years old 

 

The Cloud Generator [10] is just a kind of arithmetic, and 
used to transform the qualitative concepts into the 
quantitative expressions or achieve the opposite function. It 
includes normal cloud generator and backward cloud 
generator. Normal cloud generator (Figure 3.) converts the 
qualitative concepts into the quantitative expressions. It 
produces the cloud droplets and the cloud droplets will be 
cloud cluster when their number is sufficient enough. The 
input data set of CG is Ex, En, He and the number of the 
cloud droplets, N. The output is the quantitative value of the 
cloud droplets as well as the certainty that the cloud droplets 
stands for. And the one-dimensional Cloud Generator can be 
so easily extrapolate to two-dimensional , that we drop it 
here[11]. 

 
Figure 3. Cloud Generator 

IV. THE COMBINATION OF DDM STRUCTURE 

AND CLOUD MODEL  

We’d like to improve the traditional dynamic data mining 
structure in order to couple it with the cloud model. The new 
model is described as in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. Dynamic Cloud Model 

Below are new definitions based on the new model: 
The data in the dynamic data source (DDS) is marked as 

id , where i means data labels. Zi ). 

Set the current time as T, and define one constant   

(  R ). All id  which are generated till T from 

history data set, marked as oldD . 

Set the current time as T, and define one constant   

(  R ). All id  which are generated between 

T and T  from history data set, marked as 

currentD . 

Here, we do not define the new data set ( newD ), because 

the current data set can most reflect the features of the 
current event effectively, and the user may only interested in 
these data set. And with the data coming continually, the new 
data set will be the old one finally. 

To be simply, we combine the DDA module and DP 
module together. The CloudTF means Cloud Transformation 
[12]. It samples the serial data to discrete data, and generates 
the three parameters of the cloud model. The CF means 
Curve Fitting [13]. It deals with the problems about curve 

fitting. " 1X "and  " 2X "means the threshold. They are used 

to control the proportion of the curve set when fitting the 

history cloud droplets. And 10 21  XX , 

121  XX . 

The model above we can call it "Dynamic Cloud Model 
(DCM) ". 

One critical problem of the dynamic data mining is to 
monitor the data stream and produce a structure that can 
present the changing data set in memory. So we can use the 
TCP slide windows [14] as temporary storage in the DDA 
and DP process. See Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5. slide window 

 

There is a slide window in each port of DDP and DP (A 
and B). And each window has two flags, where "F" means 
the volume of the window is full, and "E" means it is empty. 
The realization of this mechanism can be referenced in [14] 
detailed. We can set different weights to the data set before 
processes start. The older the data the lighter the weight. The 
common way to set the weight is to define an attenuation 
function [7]. It expresses as: 

 f(t) =
t2                           (1) 

Where  " " is a kind of regulation parameter, the larger 
the value the lower the importance of the data set, "t" is the 
time when the data set arrival, and the larger the value the 
lower the importance of the data set as the same. The idea 
that set different weight to the data sets reflects the timeliness 
and the unlimitedness of dynamic data. Then when the data 
set from TDS through Cloud Transformation are made 
discrete, and several different granular cloud droplets 
through Cloud Transformation arithmetic [12] are generated. 
It expresses as:                                                                 

f(X) =



n

i
iiii EeEnEx

1

)),,(((           (2)  

Where  " i " is the coefficient and "n" is the number of 

the discrete concept. In this way, it can change any irregular 
distribution into several superimposed cloud. The more the 
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number of this cloud the more precise the result. Input 

",," iii HeEnEx  generated by the history data set and 

current data set to the CG to generate the cloud droplets. Lots 
of droplets form the cloud curve. Then fit the data on the 
curve or fit the curve with the "Curve Fitting Module " to 
generate more precise result. Figure 6 shows the sales 
volume curve of cars resulted from the cloud curve set. 

 
Figure 6. sales volume curve 

 

It can be used to forecast the Temporal sequence [15, 
19~20], to mine the Association Rules [16] with the cloud 
curve and some relevant data. It can also assess the existing 
model [17] and detect the support [18] by feeding the cloud 
curve to dynamic cloud model. 

V. APPLICATION OF THE DYNAMIC CLOUD 

MODEL  

Now we can mine the potential and valuable information 
from the ever-changing real-time data set with this new 
model. The case below is about the stock data of a company, 
of which we will make a brief analysis. The data shown 
below is obtained from January 1, 2000 to April 1, 2011. 

 
TABLE 1. STOCK DATA 

Date Open Low High Close Volume 
Amount 

2001-1-1  0.4 0.4 0.41 0.4    8160  330000 

       …                                  

2011-4-1   1.48 1.46 1.51 1.47   11600 1722600 

Here, we just analysis the tendency curve of the stock 
data during a period of time, so we select the"Open","Close" 

(mark the average of the two as OCMid  ) , "High","Low" 

(mark the average of the two as HLMid ) and the"Date", and 

ignore the "Volume" and "Amount". Let us suppose that 

current time T is November 1, 2010, and 5  (month as 
the unit). We define the data between January1, 2000 and 
Mary 31, 2010 as history data set, the data between June 1, 
2010 and April 1,2011 as current data set. The data set which 
processed by DDA module and DP module should generate 
the target data set, then input the target data set into the 
CloudTF to form the discrete data as well as the 

iii HeEnEx ,, . We just show the discrete data.distributing 

chart of the MidHL,as in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7. distribute of the 

HLMid  

 

Then input the ",," iii HeEnEx into the cloud generator 

to generate the cloud droplets. Build the current data set 
droplets and history data set droplets into a set of smooth 
curve with the CF module. Now we can forecast the trend of 
the stock according to this curve [19~20]. And the Figure 8 
is the result of the predictive curve and the distribution of the 
error between the real data and predictive value. 

 
Figure 8. predictive curve and the distribution of the error 

 

The curve describes the trend of the stock between the 
March 1, 2011 and April 1, 2011. 

The horizontal line means the "X axis" and it stands for 
nothing. 

The curve below the X axis means predictive value of the 
stock. 

The vertical bar means the error between the real data 
and predictive value. 

The Max error between the real data and predictive value 
is only just 0.25, which shows the preferable robustness 
and feasibility of this model strongly. 

VI.  SUMMARIES  

In recent years, the achievements based on cloud model 
in data mining field have been approved by the experts at 
home and abroad. This article comes up with a new method 
named dynamic cloud model to couple the dynamic data 
mining structure with the cloud model. We can deal with the 
dynamic data which based on timing sequence together with 
the dynamic cloud model, but not when it comes to the 
multi-data stream. And this is what we’re to cope with in 
future. There is no denying that the cloud as well as its 
mutation will have a glorious prospect in the data mining 
field for the time to come. 
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